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Scope

In this issue of Comunicar we want to work on the analysis of the processes of human social activity online and offline, in networks and social movements. In order to focus on one particular aspect of this universe of phenomena, we want to analyze the forms of myth present in them. In social media, and in social movements, there are mythologies for the future, linked to the trends of evolution that emerge in society. Social networks and movements communicate mythologies. There is a deep language in the physical and digital networks related to popular forms, to the rejection of oppression, to the climate crisis, or to the political or gender hegemony that surrounds us. Other mythologies appear in relation to network communication, in memes, fake news, or in digital dystopian series.

In contemporary society, whose central feature is the abundance of information, in social networks and in forms of group communication, such as social movements, a clarifying language is sought in the face of the social complexities of current life. In social movements, in urban planning, in the creativity of networks, in the contents of digital communication, narratives emerge that express the main future trends in the social scenario. We want to study social networks and social movements, anchoring their analysis to these languages.

Analysing social movements and networks, in a hyperconnected society, is not simply describing or cataloguing its communicative forms or partial expressions, a content at the service of advertising, the attraction of votes or influence in fashion. In social movements and networks there are constructions with meaning that provide
explanations or responses to great human complexity. We wish to study its subtle presence, its capacity for dynamism and its constant fusion with social innovation movements.

We wish to study networks and digital communication focusing on the symbolic forms associated with myths. But also in physical spaces, mythologies emerge. Group movements with a social purpose are endowed with symbols and languages that respond to deep concerns. Digital communication, in its innovation aspect, unceasingly creates myths, in many cases dystopias, that aim to become meaningful narratives of human life, about what threatens us or could happen to us, and that creators build those works in the sectors mentioned, communicating their channeled energy through social media.

We hope to include and give visibility to those expressive forms of digital society, as heirs of the great archetypes, which have been transmitted down to the present time by the mirroring capacity of human communication in all forms of social dynamism, and whose fundamental function is to provide an answer, and take up a language that serves groups and individuals, thus describing an original aspect of the networked society.

Descriptors

- Hyperconnected communication and its connection to myths.
- Deep communication forms in social movements and social media.
- New forms of participation for youth in social movements, and their new languages.
- Urban planning, public spaces, human mobility: their new forms and languages.
- Culture, digital creations and the appearance of myth.
- Environmental and feminist movements, against hegemonies: their forms and symbolism.
- Language, society and mythological dystopia. The negative side of current mythical worlds.
- Mythologies in memes and in fake news.
- Myth, symbols and their importance as boosters of citizen participation.

Questions

- What forms, languages and deep communication do appear in social networks?
- What languages, mythologies and forms are used by the social movements of our time?
- Are there myths in present social life? What is their function? Are they new forms of human mythological grounds? Do they constitute a new language?
- How is the expressive language studied in our present communities? What does the language of urban planning, public space, or the human groups that use it convey?
- Are there any present mythologies linked to climate change, to the fight against gender-based oppression or to political arena? Are there myths connected to the fight against misinformation and fake news?
- What are the uses of networks at the political, associative and group levels? What communication is unique to them?
- Do youngsters use myths? Which mythological archetypes respond to the complexities of hyper-connected youth, as manifested in social networks? What is the relationship between dystopian forms of myth and contemporary social complexity?
- Is there a global culture based on the universal language of myth? What relation does it have with the Networked Society?
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